List of Eligible Institutions

- Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center - New York
- Albany Medical College - New York
- Albert Einstein College of Medicine - New York
- Arizona State University - Arizona
- Baylor College of Medicine - Texas
- Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center – Massachusetts
- Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sciences – Maine
- Boston Children's Hospital - Massachusetts
- Boston College - Massachusetts
- Boston University - Massachusetts
- Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research - New York
- Brandeis University - Massachusetts
- Brigham and Women's Hospital – Massachusetts
- Broad Institute - Massachusetts
- Brody School of Medicine at East Carolina University - North Carolina
- Brown University - Rhode Island
- Buck Institute for Research on Aging - California
- California Institute of Technology - California
- Carnegie Institution of Science – All Locations
- Carnegie Mellon University - Pennsylvania
- Case Western Reserve University – Ohio
- Cedars-Sinai Medical Center – California
- Center for Infectious Disease Research - Washington
- Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science - California
- Children's Hospital of Philadelphia - Pennsylvania
- Children's National Medical Center - D.C.
- Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center - Ohio
- City of Hope National Medical Center - California
- City University of New York - New York
- Clemson University - South Carolina
- Cleveland Clinic Foundation - Ohio
- Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory - New York
- Colorado State University - Colorado
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- Columbia University - New York
- Cornell University (Ithaca and Weill Medical College) - New York
- Creighton University School of Medicine - Nebraska
- Dana-Farber Cancer Institute - Massachusetts
- Dartmouth College - New Hampshire
- Dauphin Island Sea Lab - Alabama
- Donald Danforth Plant Science Center - Missouri
- Drexel University - Pennsylvania
- Duke University - North Carolina
- Eastern Virginia Medical School - Virginia
- Emory University - Georgia
- Florida State University - Florida
- Fox Chase Cancer Center - Pennsylvania
- Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center - Washington
- George Mason University - Virginia
- George Washington University – District of Columbia
- Georgetown University – District of Columbia
- Georgia Institute of Technology - Georgia
- Georgia State University - Georgia
- Harvard University (FAS and HMS) - Massachusetts
- Health Research, Inc. - New York
- Howard University – District of Columbia
- Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai - New York
- Indiana University at Bloomington - Indiana
- Indiana University School of Medicine - Indiana
- Institute for Advanced Study - New Jersey
- Institute for Systems Biology - Washington
- Iowa State University - Iowa
- J. Craig Venter Institute – Maryland and California
- Jackson Laboratory - Maine
- Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University - Pennsylvania
- Johns Hopkins University - Maryland
- Joslin Diabetes Center - Massachusetts
- Kansas State University - Kansas
- La Jolla Institute for Allergy and Immunology - California
- Lehigh University – Pennsylvania
- Loma Linda University School of Medicine - California
- Louisiana State University at Baton Rouge - Louisiana
- Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center New Orleans - Louisiana
- Louisiana State University School of Medicine in Shreveport - Louisiana
- Loyola University of Chicago - Illinois
- M.D. Anderson Cancer Center - Texas
- Marine Biological Laboratory - Massachusetts
- Massachusetts General Hospital – Massachusetts
- Massachusetts Eye and Ear - Massachusetts
- Massachusetts Institute of Technology - Massachusetts
- Max Planck Florida Institute - Florida
- Mayo Clinic – All Locations
- Medical College of Georgia - Georgia
- Medical College of Wisconsin - Wisconsin
- Medical University of South Carolina - South Carolina
- Meharry Medical College School of Medicine - Tennessee
- Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center - New York
- Mercer University School of Medicine - Georgia
- Michigan State University – Michigan
- Moffitt Cancer Center - Florida
- Monell Chemical Senses Center - Pennsylvania
- Montana State University - Montana
- Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute - California
- Morehouse School of Medicine - Georgia
- National Jewish Health - Colorado
- New York Blood Center - New York
- New York Medical College - New York
- New York University - New York
- North Carolina State University - North Carolina
- North Dakota State University - North Dakota
Northeastern University - Massachusetts
Northwestern University - Illinois
Ohio State University - Ohio
Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation - Oklahoma
Oklahoma State University - Oklahoma
Oregon Health & Science University - Oregon
Oregon State University - Oregon
Pennsylvania State University College of Medicine, Hershey - Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State University, University Park - Pennsylvania
Princeton University - New Jersey
Public Health Research Institute - New Jersey
Purdue University - Indiana
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute - New York
Rice University - Texas
Rockefeller University - New York
Roswell Park Cancer Institute - New York
Rush University - Illinois
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey - New Jersey
Saint Louis University - Missouri
Salk Institute for Biological Studies - California
Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation - Oklahoma
San Diego State University - California
Sanford-Burnham Medical Research Institute – California and Florida
Santa Fe Institute – New Mexico
Scripps Research Institute – California and Florida
Southern Illinois University Carbondale - Illinois
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital - Tennessee
Stanford Research Institute International - California
Stanford University - California
Stony Brook University The State University of New York - New York
Stowers Institute for Medical Research - Missouri
SUNY Downstate Medical Center - New York
Syracuse University - New York
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- Temple University - Pennsylvania
- Texas A & M University - Texas
- Texas Biomedical Research Institute - Texas
- Texas Tech University - Texas
- The J. David Gladstone Institutes - California
- Tufts University - Massachusetts
- Tulane University - Louisiana
- University at Albany State University of New York - New York
- University of Alabama - Alabama
- University of Alaska Fairbanks - Alaska
- University of Arizona - Arizona
- University of Arkansas – Arkansas
- University of Buffalo The State University of New York - New York
- University of California, Berkeley - California
- University of California, Davis - California
- University of California, Irvine - California
- University of California, Los Angeles - California
- University of California, Riverside - California
- University of California, San Diego - California
- University of California, San Francisco - California
- University of California, Santa Barbara - California
- University of California, Santa Cruz - California
- University of Chicago - Illinois
- University of Cincinnati - Ohio
- University of Colorado (Boulder and Denver) - Colorado
- University of Connecticut - Connecticut
- University of Delaware - Delaware
- University of Florida - Florida
- University of Georgia - Georgia
- University of Hawaii at Manoa - Hawaii
- University of Houston – Texas
- University of Idaho - Idaho
- University of Illinois at Chicago - Illinois
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- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign - Illinois
- University of Iowa - Iowa
- University of Kansas - Kansas
- University of Kentucky - Kentucky
- University of Louisville - Kentucky
- University of Maryland, Baltimore - Maryland
- University of Maryland, Baltimore County – Maryland
- University of Maryland Center for Environmental Studies – Maryland
- University of Maryland, College Park - Maryland
- University of Massachusetts Medical School - Massachusetts
- University of Massachusetts, Amherst - Massachusetts
- University of Miami - Florida
- University of Michigan - Michigan
- University of Minnesota, Duluth - Minnesota
- University of Minnesota, Twin Cities – Minnesota
- University of Mississippi - Mississippi
- University of Missouri, Columbia - Missouri
- University of Missouri, Kansas City - Missouri
- University of Nebraska Medical Center - Nebraska
- University of Nebraska, Lincoln - Nebraska
- University of Nevada, Reno - Nevada
- University of New Mexico - New Mexico
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill - North Carolina
- University of North Dakota - North Dakota
- University of Notre Dame - Indiana
- University of Oklahoma - Oklahoma
- University of Oregon - Oregon
- University of Pennsylvania - Pennsylvania
- University of Pittsburgh - Pennsylvania
- University of Puerto Rico - Puerto Rico
- University of Rochester - New York
- University of South Alabama College of Medicine - Alabama
- University of South Carolina - South Carolina
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- University of South Dakota - South Dakota
- University of South Florida - Florida
- University of Southern California - California
- University of Tennessee Health Science Center College of Medicine - Tennessee
- University of Tennessee, Knoxville - Tennessee
- University of Texas at Austin - Texas
- University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston - Texas
- University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston - Texas
- University of Texas School of Medicine at San Antonio - Texas
- University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center - Texas
- University of Toledo - Ohio
- University of Utah - Utah
- University of Vermont - Vermont
- University of Virginia - Virginia
- University of Washington - Washington
- University of Wisconsin-Madison – Wisconsin
- University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee – Wisconsin
- University of Wyoming – Wyoming
- Upstate Medical University State University of New York - New York
- Van Andel Research Institute - Michigan
- Vanderbilt University - Tennessee
- Virginia Commonwealth University - Virginia
- Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Virginia
- Wake Forest University - North Carolina
- Wake Forest University Health Sciences – North Carolina
- Washington State University - Washington
- Washington University - Missouri
- Wayne State University - Michigan
- West Virginia University - West Virginia
- Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research - Massachusetts
- Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology – Pennsylvania
- Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution – Massachusetts
- Wright State University - Ohio
Yale University - Connecticut